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Abstract- The 2D-3D conversion needs 2D content to        
convert into 3D display. The conversion process includes        
depth map generation, it estimates the 3D geometry of         
the scene and also rendering, finally it produces output         
in stereo images. In Existing system, the hybrid        
algorithms are used for 2D-to-3D conversion in 3D        
displays. It recovers the problem of traditional 2D video         
contents which needs to generate 3D effects in 3D         
displays [1]. We use automatic depth estimation, depth        
propagation and stereo generation; it uses adaptive       
decimation and guided interpolation to refine the depth        
map. This approach eliminates unwanted textures and       
keeps an object boundary on the depth map. By         
comparing with the traditional approach, our proposed       
algorithm will improve the taint present in the 2D         
Content and the computational complexities decreases. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The 2D to 3D conversion has become the most         
important and widely-used approach for stereo content       
creation, both for cinema and home 3D devices. Also,         
there is an intense demand for converting conventional        
2D video to 3D displays. Depth map estimation is a          
censorious problem in 2D-3D conversion.     
Unfortunately, the 2D video content did not have the         
real depth information. Depth-Image-Based Rendering     
(DIBR) combines the depth map information with       
original 2D images, at the same instant it        
simultaneously gives output 3D rendering to the left        
and right views. 
 

This 3D technology is divided into two types.        
The first one is stereoscopic and the second one is          
auto-stereoscopic. The Stereoscopic technique needs     
wearing a glass but the auto-stereoscopic does not need         
wearing a glass. The 3D vision is produced, when the          
two images are simultaneously sent into the left and         
right eyes.  
 

The world of 3D incorporates the third       
dimension depth, can be recognized by the human        
vision in the form of binocular disparity. Human eyes         
are located at different positions, and thus recognize        

different views of the real world. The brain is able to           
reconstruct the depth information from those different       
views. A 3D display takes advantage of this method,         
creating two bit different images of every scene and         
then present to the individual eyes. A similar disparity         
and calibration of criterion, an accurate 3D perception        
can be realized through the eyes. An important step in          
3D system is the 3D Content generation. Many special         
cameras nowadays have been designed to produce 3D        
models directly. For example, a stereoscopic      
dual-camera use of a co-planar configuration of two        
individual monoscopic cameras, every camera catches      
one eye view, and depth information is approximated        
by using binocular disparity. It is represented as a gray          
level image with the power of each pixel registered at          
its depth. The laser releases a light wall towards the real           
world image, which hits the objects in the scene and          
reflects back. It is used for construction of the depth          
map.  
  
Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) 
 

The DIBR algorithms are related to warping a        
camera view from one to another view[4]. In the         
multi-view video, the details for warping is taken from         
the two surrounding camera views to render a new         
synchronized view [4]. Peculiarly, two warped images       
are blended to generate a synthetic view at the new          
position. The stereoscopic 3D video is generated by        
using this method; Depth Image Based Rendering is        
used to integrate the left eye view video based on the           
estimated depth map and monoscopic video input. The        
DIBR algorithm includes two processes: (1) 3D Image        
Warping and (2) Hole-filling[5] . 
 
3D Image Warping 
 

The basic idea of 3D image warping can be         
considered as two steps [3]. Its first projects each pixel          
of the real view image into the 3D world based on the            
variables of camera configuration and then re-projects       
these pixels back to the 2D image of the virtual view as            
view generation. 
 



Hole-Filling 
 

There are two major issues for the synthesized        
image by 3D image warping, which are called        
occlusion and disocclusion [5]. The two various pixels        
of the real image are warped to the same location in the            
virtual view is called occlusion. This issue is not that          
much difficulty to resolve as it can use the pixels with           
larger depth values (closer to the camera) to generate         
the virtual view. 

  
The occluded area in the real view of the         

image can become visible in the virtual view is called          
disocclusion[5]. The disocclusion issue is difficult to       
resolve because there is no information provided to        
generate these pixels. A hole-filling procedure is       
required in DIBR to fill out the area lack of data. In this             
proposed system linear interpolation is adopted but it        
will initiate stripe distortion. To reduce the effects of         
stripe distortion of the generated stereoscopic video’s       
depth perception for the right-eye dominance      
population, the proposed system uses the input video as         
the right-eye view and only the left-eye view is         
incorporated with such distortion. 
 
Binocular disparity 
 

With two images of the same scene captured        
from slightly different viewpoints, the binocular      
disparity can be used to recover the depth of an object.           
This is the most important procedure for depth        
Perception. The corresponding points in the image pair        
are established. Then, the triangulation process, depth       
information can be retrieved with a high accuracy when         
all parameters of the stereo system are known.  

 
When intrinsic camera parameters are     

available, the depth correctly retrieved up to the scale         
factor. In this case when camera parameters are        
Unknown, the resulting deepness is correct up to a         
projective transformation. 
 

2.  RELATED WORK 
 

From the experimental results, Depth     
Propagation is very good at producing depth maps for         
background. Depending on the speed of motion, the        
motion complexity and quality requirements, it can be        
constructed the whole depth map, including the       
important foreground objects. Moreover, the proposed      
Automatic depth maps construction method increases      
quality in 2D-3D stereo conversion. Therefore, our       
process is very effective for 2D-to-3D conversion in 3D  
displays. 
 

 
  

                        Fig 1 input image 
 

 
 
       Fig 2 Relative Depth Map 
 

 
 

Fig 3 Stereo Image 
 

EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

2D to 3D video changing (also called 2D to         
stereo 3D changing and stereo changing) is the method         
of transforming 2D ("flat") film to 3D film form, which          
almost all cases is stereo form, so it is the process of            
creating imaginary for each eye from one 2D image. A          
3D view form of image construction should be attained         
by implementing hybrid algorithm and four functions is        
evaluated for 3D image rendering form such as depth         
estimation: motion information, Linear perspectives,     
and texture characteristic depth map are generated for        
each frame or for a series of homogenous frames to          
indicate the depths of objects present in the image         
scene [1]. 
  

The depth map is an individual grayscale       
image having the matching dimensions as the original        
2D image, using different shades of gray to indicate the          
depth of every part of each frame. While the depth          
mapping can generate a fairly potent illusion of 3D         
objects image depth noise removal and smoothing       
process is performed by adopting bilateral filter. 2D to         
3D conversion process execution time is 25%–35% and        
the depth perception score is between 75 and 85 which          
are attained by implementing Hybrid algorithm.      
Finally, 3D image left/right view should be generated        
using DBIR.  

 
 



4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

From 2D to stereo 3D conversion we       
automatize approaches that explicitly use depth maps.       
For a given 2D video stream, the user must be          
estimated, somehow obtain a sufficiently accurate      
depth map—a grayscale picture in which a pixel’s        
brightness specify that pixel’s distance from the       
camera or viewer in the actual picture. This        
corresponding map should be made for each frame of         
the input 2D video. The output resulting stereo video         
is produced from the corresponding depth maps and        
the original 2D video by shifting each pixel of a          
given 2D image to the left or right depending on the           
corresponding depth map value, the type of stereo        
view (left or right) and the generation settings. 
 

Such approaches have shown their     
practicality and versatility in a number of projects for         
2D-to-3D conversion. Clearly depth maps clarify      
depth grading and dynamic changes in parallax as        
generating different releases (general theater, IMAX,      
Blu-ray Disc) and providing a best psycho visual        
experience. Modifying the perceived depth of the       
scene is simple to use in depth maps. The Conversion          
quality in this method is more predictable and        
repeatable than it is for approaches that use manual         
shifting and painting of objects. On the other side, the          
process is simple and usually more practical than        
being methods that perform the 3D scene       
reconstruction. 
 

Crucial factors influencing quality are depth      
map accuracy and stereo quality generator. For the        
later, probably the most significant step is filling        
unknown areas that appear after image objects are        
shifted according to their attributed depths. 
 
Automatic Depth Estimation 
 

We are providing different methods for      
automatic depth map construction: 

 
Depth from Motion — real depth is acquired from the          
difference in motion of background and foreground       
areas in a scene 
Depth Effects — plausible depth is generated on the         
basis of geometry and the easy assumption that        
foreground objects are situated in the bottom part of a          
frame—an assumption that is correct for many       
panoramic shots of nature and city landscapes 
Depth from Focus — plausible depth is produced        
from edge blur information; useful for getting the        
depth of picture elements with complex fuzzy edges        
like hairs, fur and folia geomantic Depth Estimation  
 
 

Depth Propagation 
 

This tool is most important for automatic       
process. It propagates a given depth map from one or          
two frames of the complete scene or the selected         
scene bit. This algorithm tracks objects and       
background in the video and connects them with        
areas in giving depth maps. If the depth map is          
described in the first and last frame of a video bit, the            
depth propagation is bidirectional and accounts as       
changes in the depth objects. Thus, the users need not          
manually generate a depth map for each frame, it is          
usually sufficient to have a few depth frames per         
shot; depth maps for each and every frame in the          
video can be generated automatically from these few        
frames. 
 

Depth Propagation is very better at      
generating depth maps for background objects.      
Depending on the speed of motion, the motion        
complexity and quality requirements, it can be       
constructed the complete depth map, including the       
important foreground objects 
 
Stereo Generation from 2D+Depth 
 

Stereo Generator automatically generates    
stereo from 2D video by shifting image pixels to the          
left or right depending on the provided depth map.         
Unknown, uncovered areas after appearing and must       
be filled.  
 
 
 

 
Fig 4 Left and Right View Generation 

 
With visually appealing patches to decrease      

any reconstruction artifacts in objects. Two sources       
allow for unknown areas: 

 
Background Reconstruction — the tool uses original       
picture details not covered in other video frames. 
Interpolation and texture generation — the tool       
produces an artificial image by attempting to       
minimize the visibility of filling (previously      
unknown) region. 
 



                       5.CONCLUSION 
 
Automatic depth map construction is     

produced for 2D-3D stereo conversion by several       
methods such as motion; effect, focus and       
propagation which make effective 2D-to-3D     
conversion in 3D display systems and high depth map         
was produced. 
 

It is proposed that automatic operation of the        
parameters could be attained by setting up a cost         
function as an objective evaluation function. With the        
objective evaluation standard, either simulated     
annealing or genetic algorithms may be adapted to        
alter the parameters to achieve improved results for        
the output depth map. 
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